
Let's upcycle...

 

INSTRUMENTS



Primary school dr. Ivana Novaka Macinec

 

CASTANETS
teacher Dijana Kirić



a piece of cardboard
2 metal bottle caps
scissors
a glue gun
markers

Material:



 You cut the piece of cardboard:
              circular shaped at the ends
              circle a little bigger then the bottle caps
You fold the cardboard in half.
You glue the bottle caps at the end using a glue gun.
You decorate the castanets.
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PAN FLUTE
teacher Giulia



Material:
8 straws
scissors
pencil
scotch tape



you cut the straws of different sizes
you can help yourself with a pencil
you put the straws in order of size
you stop the straws with scotch tape
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MARACAS
teacher Sabrina



Paper rolls
Colors (crayons, markers, felt-tips, tempera...)
Scotch tape or glue
Rice, beans, lentice...

Material:



Instructions:

We closed, at first, one
side with scotch tape

or glue 

We decorated some
paper rolls with colors

We have put, into the paper roll, rice,
lentice or beans and then we closed

the other side with tape or glue 



Sound check!



teacher Mihaela STANA
"Canuta Ionescu" Secondary School

Urlati/Romania

ACCORDION
made of old polystyrene and waste paper



teacher Mihaela STANA
"Canuta Ionescu" Secondary School
Urlati/Romania
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A GUITAR
teacher Monika Mesarić



a big plastic bottle
a scalpel
a piece of string or wire
a glue gun
a paper roll
some paint

Material:



 Cut a hole in the plastic bottle using a scalpel. Be very careful!
Make little holes under the big one using the tip of the scalpel.
Put the strings through the little holes and tie them at the top of the
bottle. Paste them using a glue gun (if needed).
Colour the paper roll.
Using a glue gun, connect the roll to the top of the plastic bottle.
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A RAINSTICK
teacher Aneta Horvat



a paper roll
colourful paper
a pipe cleaner
rice or gravel
scissors
a glue gun
a marker or glitter (optional)

Material:



 Wrap the roll in colourful paper or coulour.
Close one end of the roll using the paper and a glue gun.
Put the paper cleaner inside the roll.
(You can also put some crumpled paper.) 
Put the rice (or gravel/corn) inside.
Close the other end.
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A BASS
teacher Dijana Kirić



an old plastic bucket
a scalpel
a piece of string
a long stick
pliers
a drill

Material:



Make a hole on the bottom of the bucket.
Then make a hole in the stick with a drill and connect
it sideways to the bucket. Make another hole on the
top of the stick.
Put the string through the hole on the bottom of the
bucket and make a knot so it doesn't come through.
Run the string to the top of the stick and run it a few
times through the hole 
and tie it around.


